2000 volvo vn

We use cookies to ensure that we offer you the best experience on our website. By continuing,
we assume that you accept such use. Find out more about cookies and how to refuse see our
Cookie statement. Explore the VNL. A completely redesigned front-end features improved
airflow, along with state-of-the-art LED lighting for improved visibility and reduced maintenance.
The VNL offers redesigned working and living spaces, optimized to put the driver comfortably in
command, maximizing productivity. Cookie Policy We use cookies to ensure that we offer you
the best experience on our website. Flat-roof sleeper designed for longer hauls requiring
overnight rest to maintain hours of service compliance. Spacious midroof sleeper designed for
hauls requiring multiple overnight stays. A long-haul sleeper built to deliver reliable
performance mile after mile. Our premium long-haul sleeper. Providing comfort without
compromise. Volvo D11 hp lb-ft. Cummins X15 hp lb-ft. Wheelbase per axle configuration "" 4x2
"" 6x4 "" 4x2 "" 6x4 "" 4x2 "" 6x4 "" 4x2 "" 6x4 " 4x2 "" 6x4 Wheelbase alternate configuration ""
6x2 Tag "" 6x2 Adaptive Loading "" 6x2 Tag "" 6x2 Adaptive Loading "" 6x2 Tag "" 6x2 Adaptive
Loading "" 6x2 Tag "" 6x2 Adaptive Loading "" 6x2 Tag "" 6x2 Adaptive Loading Width over cab
Interior Height 61" Overview Description. Daycab designed to provide outstanding performance
for short-haul deliveries. Engines Engines. Transmissions Transmissions. Exterior Dimensions
Wheelbase per axle configuration. Interior Dimensions Interior Height. VNL Exterior A
completely redesigned front-end features improved airflow, along with state-of-the-art LED
lighting for improved visibility and reduced maintenance. VNL Interior The VNL offers
redesigned working and living spaces, optimized to put the driver comfortably in command,
maximizing productivity. Explore the new VNL Features. Quick Links. See also: Operator's
Manual. Table of Contents. Service Manual. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in retrieval system, or transmitted in any forms by any means, electronic, me- chanical,
photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of Volvo Trucks
North America, Inc.. These are not part of the Preventive Maintenance Basic time. They should
be scheduled as an adjustment or repair job carried out at the same time as the Preventive
Maintenance, and are listed in this document as reminders only. Page 8 U. This warranty covers
this vehicle as designed, built and Removing or rendering inoperative any truck body equipped
by Volvo Trucks North America, Inc. Page 9: Safety Advice Group General Safety Advice Never
operate a diesel engine in an area where hy- Always chock the wheels before working under the
drocarbon vapors gasoline for example are present vehicle to prevent it from rolling. Failure to
do so can or are suspected to be present. The Volvo dealer, the engine The engine coolant
protects the cooling system from manufacturer or the oil manufacturer has the expertise to
freezing or boil over problems. Page 12 â€”, and appropriate vendor literature. If the oil does not
meet the requirements accord- ing to VDS, change intervals should be 24, km 15, miles. Page 13
Supplemental coolant additives are recommended for all Detroit Diesel cooling systems. Page
Tools Special Tools and Special Equipment The following special tools are recommended for
use in the preventive maintenance in- spection. Special tools can be ordered through Volvo
Special Tools program in the parts ordering system or already from Kent-Moore by calling â€”
Kent-Moore tools are preceded by a J. They may be obtained from Volvo or, where indicated,
from Kent Moore at JD It is then natural signed to that bay and not be shared with the rest of the
to use a bay with a grease pit to be assigned and shop. When the indicator is out of the
operating range, it is time to adjust the clutch. To get the slave cylinder throw into the accepted
range, adjust the clutch plate until the indicator is in the operat- ing range again. Lubricate the
Steering shaft and drag link. Lubricated the tie rod. In regular over-the-road operations the
T-Ride should follow the normal lubrication schedule. Page 35 Group Preventive Maintenance
Comments Page 36 Group Preventive Maintenance Reception When the customer drops off the
vehicle, the service re- ception starts the paperwork and prepares the forms needed for the
preventive maintenance. Ask the cus- tomer about problems that have been noticed while
driving the vehicle. TRW steering gears have a seal at the sector shaft that needs greasing with
a hand gun every 4 months or more often if the weather and road conditions are severe. Page 40
Lower the jack so that the front axle hangs free. However, the cross shaft must still be
lubricated. Vendor clutch cross shafts and release bearings need to be lubricated. Lubricate the
plate pivot points and slide mechanism. Apply a heavy coat of grease on top of the plate. Clean
excess grease off of the painted areas of the door. Clean and lubricate scissor latch at the base
of the cone receptacle with white lithium grease. If required by customer, take a sample of the
oil for analysis. Page 45 Group Preventive Maintenance Oil Filters Before working on a vehicle,
set the parking brakes, place the transmission in neutral, and block the wheels. Failure to do so
can result in unexpected vehicle movement and can cause serious personal in- jury or death.
Note: Synthetic oil is not recommended for the Volvo transmissions. To ensure the correct oil
level in the retarder the oil level should be checked when the retarder is warm. Check the oil
level through the top plug. The oil should be level with the hole. Blockage can cause extreme

pressure in the axle and create leaks. It is acceptable to use either synthetic or petroleum based
oils Synthetic oils are not recommended for Volvo Axles. Change the Hub lubricant during
routine hub mainte- nance. If the vehicle is equipped with a Volvo engine, the engine preheater
indicator stays on three to four seconds. If the coolant temperature is over To complete the
Fault Code Check for Transmission per- form the following: Check that no fault codes for the
Transmission are displayed in the instrument cluster. Listen to the sound when passing
through neutral and checking the range gear. Check that all lamps are in good condition. Check
Battery Mounting, Connections and Fluid Levels To complete a function check of the battery
mounting, and connections, complete the following: Inspect battery hold-downs for proper
placement and tightness. Examine each tire tread for unusual wear patterns. Refer to chart
below for typical tread patterns. Measure tread depth. Check tire pressure and leak-test valve
stems. Check the Rim Flange wear on Aluminum Wheels every time the tire is replaced. Total
Vehicle Alignment Page 69 Measure and compare thrust for both the left and right side of the
vehicle. Acceptable differences depends upon wheel base. To perform a function check of the
Drive Belts complete the following: Check fan belts for correct tension. Perform the Check of
the Hubs and Pulleys as follows: Inspect fan blades for any damage. Perform the Check of the
Radiator, Hoses and Pipes as Note: This check is also considered Noise Emissions Control
Maintenance, which is required maintenance for any Volvo vehicle. To perform a check of the
Sealing on the Rear Axle and Hub Reduction Gear complete the following: On the Rear Axle,
inspect around the mating sur- faces for leaks past the gasket. To perform a check of the Air
Suspension and Air Bearing axial clearance should be within 0. To perform a check of the brake
discs and calipers com- plete the following: Remove the wheel. Inspect the brake discs and
calipers for signs of wear or damage. Page Test Driving 0. Check all instruments and gauges for
proper function. If possible, check the odometer against a measured mile. Sound both the air
horn 1 and the electrical horn 2. Each should have a strong, even tone. Page 92 If the engine is
equipped with an exhaust brake only on Volvo or an engine brake, check the effectiveness of
the retarding force when the brake is engaged. Check the transmission for smooth operation
through the gear pattern. Listen for any unusual noise during shifting. Check for excessive play
in the shift lever. Drive vehicle in all gears and listen for any unusual dif- ferences in sound
between the gears. Check function of heater and air conditioning. Operate the controls and let
the fan run on all speeds. Note: In the summertime, the shut-off valves for the heater may be
closed for the season. If vehicle is equipped with a pneumatic 5th wheel sliding release, operate
release mechanism while listening through door or have a helper check the function. Verify that
the telltale indicator on the instrument cluster lights Note: If vehicle air pressure is below
approximately kPa 75 psi , pneumatic switches will not function. Record the engine low idle
speed. Listen for idling prob- lems such as surging, missing or unusual noise. Raise the air
pressure until it is 5. Time the air pressure build time from that point with the en- gine at full
speed. Page Finish Group Preventive Maintenance Finish Drive Vehicle; Check Fluids Drive the
vehicle around the block to settle the oil and to verify any points that were found during the
inspection. Preadjust the D7C engine initially at 6 to 8 months. Preadjust the D12 at 3 months.
Page Group Every: Three Years Caterpillar: Engine Valves and In- Caterpillar: Engine
Compression jector Preload Brake Slave Piston Lash If the engine is equipped with an engine
compression Engine valve lash adjustment is checked and, if neces- brake, adjust the slave
piston lash after the engine sary, adjusted every third year. Adjust each Check valve clearance
and injector adjustment. Adjust as necessary. Page Feedback If you have any comments or
suggestions, make a copy of this page, write down your comments and send them to us, either
via telefax or mailing directly to the address listed below. This manual is also suitable for: Vhd.
Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Operator's
Manual. Service Manual. Oil and filter change intervals for volvo components 19 pages. No part
of this publication may be reproduced, stored in retrieval system, or transmitted in any forms by
any means, electronic, me- chanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior
written permission of Volvo Trucks North America, Inc.. Page 5: General Every effort has been
made to provide trouble-free operation, easy maintenance and service, and to provide maximum
life of the system and its components. The chart below can be used to determine the proper
wire size for 12 volt systems. A multimeter such as a Fluke 87 is recommended for
troubleshooting. When working at the anti-static workbench, always keep a wrist strap
connected to the anti-static mat. If it starts at the battery, it must return to the battery. It refers to
a circuit that is completed in the wrong way, such as two bare wires touching each other, so
that the current bypasses part of the normal circuit. Voltage measured in volts is the force or
pressure which pushes the current through the conductor. The voltage remains the same
across each branch of the circuit as though each branch was connected directly to the source

voltage. The two circuits above and below each other are in parallel since there are two current
paths. The circuit number is stamped into the insulation every 76 mm 3 in. Page 17 Circuit
breakers are optional equipment. They may be used on accessory and ignition circuits only.
Circuit breakers protect a circuit from overload. Switches are usually at the beginning of a
circuit but can be used to control a ground path. For example, the switch controlling A sensor
or sender sends a signal to a control unit, or to the microprocessor in the instrument cluster.
Note that each of these wires contains a fusible link. Wire I feeds cab main power stud 1, and
1-A feeds Ignition Switch Connector Detail The ignition switch is mounted in the key lock
assembly. It is a single switch of a new double contact design â€” Page Switches And Controls
The switch for the engine brake is different depending have been given new symbols, for
example, the switch on which engine brake is installed. With the Volvo or for the fog lights and
the electric heated side mirrors. The windshield wiper module and central door lock module are
covered later in this manual. It is located under the relay panel, and is accessed by removing
the top and front TEC center covers, and the fuse and relay panels. The central locking can be
activated from either the passenger or driver side door lock. If the main supply is activated with
one door locked and one unlocked, both sides will be automatically unlocked to prevent the
driver being accidentally locked out. When replacing, the entire LED unit must be replaced. Cab
marker lights without the sunvisor option are standard bulbs see Bulb Replace- ment List in this
manual. For this reason, the rear hazard and tail lamps function differently than the tractor front
and trailer rear signals. There are several variants of instruments, depending on what options
have been The graphic display is in the lower left-hand side of the installed on the vehicle, and
on whether the speedometer instrument cluster. Cautions Dielectric grease is needed to provide
protection against moisture and the elements. This can Anti-static wrist strap and mat damage
sensitive electrical devices. Page 47 Intermittent problems may also be caused by was not
supplied or recommended by Volvo GM Heavy oxidized or loose connections. Truck
Corporation. When replacing wires use onto the wire. Failure to repair the short circuit which
caused the fusible link to melt will result in the new fusible link melting. Remove the Remove
Replacement the front steering column cover by re- moving the 3 torx bolts from the cover Pull
the steering wheel from the steering shaft. Remove the 2 clips at the bottom of the steering
column cover. Insert the wire through the hole in the Push the contact out from the horn
steering wheel where the old contact button area. W Install the air horn button by connect- ing
wire connectors and pushing the button into the steering wheel. W Adjust steering column
forward and up, where possible. Remove bolts from rear column cover and remove cover. W To
release the switch panel, reach be- hind the panel and depress the top and bottom clips on the
left side. Remove switch from panel switch into panel. Push the switch into by pulling locking
tabs away from the panel until it locks. Push the switch into the panel the back of the switch at
the top and until it locks. In- stall the nut on the rheostat shaft. Connect the terminal connectors
and install the knob. W Use a rag and a pair of pliers to remove the rheostat knob. W Push
switch out of the panel. Disconnect the 2 terminal connectors Remove the lighter from the LED
housing, and slide the housing out of the dash. Make certain the vehicle ignition is OFF before
beginning this procedure. W Install the new switch, pushing the switch into the panel until it
locks. Removal Make certain the vehicle ignition is OFF before beginning this procedure.
Remove the 2 screws from ment the ashtray housing, and remove the housing. Includes
checking relay function Removal Make certain the vehicle ignition is OFF before beginning this
procedure. W 1 Spacers Remove 3 bolts from the fuse panel, and fold the fuse panel outward
from the dash to gain access to the mount- ing bolts for the top TEC tray. Torque to 4. Torque
ashtray mounting scr
1981 vw jetta
chevrolet camaro1998
bmw 750
ews to 0. Install the fuse panel cover and the top TEC panel cover. Torque screws to 2. W 1
Spacers Remove 3 bolts from the fuse panel, When the tool is inserted, push on the switch to
clear the switch tabs from the clips. When the tool is inserted, push on the switch to clear the
locking tab. W Disconnect the clock electrical connector. Failure to do so can result in personal
injury and pos- sible damage to the vehicle due to vehicle movement. START all bolts before
tighten- 29â€”36 ft-lb ing. Torque to 40â€”49 Nm 29â€”36 ft-lb. W Remove 3 screws from the
right side drip molding and remove the molding. Remove 3 torx bolts from the bottom of the
right side mirror mounting arm. Push the linkage arm away from the area where the motor is
bolted to the housing. W Install the left side drip molding with 3 1. This manual is also suitable
for: Vnm. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

